
The Rising Star Award 

Parmida Barez 

Bio and Resume 

I nominate Parmida because in her 28 years of life, Parmida has grown into a woman who dedicates her 

life to inspiring and empowering herself, her community, and the world at large. Parmida is an Iranian-

Canadian whose educational background is vast, ranging from Degrees in Political Science, Business 

Administration, & Education. Over the last 10 years Parmida has worked extensively with many 

charitable organizations in the fields of youth empowerment, education, poverty prevention, and 

newcomer assimilation. For 5 of those years she has served on the Board of Directors of the Excellence 

in Literacy Foundation which is a Canadian organization that provides free and effective literacy and life 

skills training and materials to organizations and schools that cater to low income communities, refugee 

youth, newcomer youth, homeless youth, indigenous youth, and youth with exceptionalities. Parmida’s 

leadership and expertise in the area of education simultaneously lead to her nomination to the Grants 

Committee at the Excellence in Literacy Foundation. 

In the last decade she has also grown her career as an international corporate educator and 

sales trainer in the beauty industry, helping thousands of women across the globe feel more confident, 

knowledgeable and beautiful inside & out.  

One of the other avenues that Parmida has used to inspire and create emotional responses is 

through music. She has worked as a singer/songwriter alongside many well known record labels and 

artists from across the globe. Not only has she written songs for other artists, but she has also released 

two music videos of her own. Although sung in English, her music gained many Iranian supporters and 

followers and was shared on Iranian websites such as Bia2.com and NeginTv. 

To connect even further with her community, over the last year Parmida made a decision to 

share publicly some of her own past struggles with mental health and overcoming various adversities. 

She believed in her unique ability to use her story, tools & life lessons to inspire and empower others to 

become the heroes of their own lives. Her courage and conviction led to her winning an award in 

motivational speaking in early 2017. Since then she has been interviewed on multiple Radio, TV 

programs and has spoken across stages in North America about topics ranging from mental health, life 

purpose, leadership & personal empowerment. She recently co-authored an inspirational anthology and 

is currently in the process of publishing her first Solo book, “Becoming Your Own Hero” to which 

seminars, programs and special events will follow.  

Through all of these channels Parmida has acquired a supportive following on social media, she 

hopes that outlets such as these can be used to further foster change and continue growing a 

community of individuals like herself that are dedicated to making this world we live in a more 

harmonious, enlightened & loving place. Parmida strives to be a role model and voice for woman all 

over the world especially those of her Iranian heritage. 
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The Rising Star Award 

Shima Heidari 

Bio and Resume 

 

Shima Heidari is a lawyer at TD Insurance. She obtained a Bachelor's degree in commerce, 

in less than 3 years. She then studied towards her Masters degree in Applied Finance and 

Banking and graduated in 2011. Shima was the recipient of several scholarships during this 

time. She attended law school at the University of Windsor and graduated in 2014 . Shima was 

called to the Ontario bar in 2015. In addition to her practice, Shima supports a variety of 

community initiatives as a volunteer. She is on the board of directors of the Iranian Canadian 

Legal Professionals and a volunteer with Lawyers Feed the Hungry. She assisted Tirgan 

Festival as an emcee, and is the president of the University of Wollongong Alumni –

Toronto Chapter. Shima further helped the Iranian-Canadian Women's Leadership Conference 

with volunteer management and registration. Shima is passionate about her community and 

culture and aims to start her own non-profit organization in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Rising Star Award 

Sara Houshmand  

Bio and Resume 

 

I am pleased to nominate Sara Houshmand for the “IWOO Rising Star Award.” Sara Houshmand recently 
received her doctoral degree in Counselling Psychology from McGill University. She completed her pre-
doctoral internship in clinical psychology at the London Health Sciences Centre. As part of this role, she 
worked at the Western University Student Development Centre and provided psychological services to a 
diverse student population. Additionally, she supervised graduate students in social work, counselling and 
clinical psychology. Sara’s dissertation, titled “Resilient Responses: Coping with Racial 

Microaggressions” examined responses to experiences with subtle forms of oppression among racialized 
college students and community members. She has disseminated her findings at international and national 
conferences as well as on college campuses. Sara’s research interests pertain to microaggressions, 

resilience, and exploring issues related to intercultural relations on college campuses. She has received 
research grants from the Social Sciences and Research Humanities Council. Sara was recognized for her 
commitment to social justice by the McGill University Equity and Community Building Award. Most 
recently, Sara accepted a position with the University of Toronto Health and Wellness Centre, where she 
will continue to make a positive impact for thousands of university students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Rising Star Award 

Helia Zahedi 

Bio 
 

I am writing to express my strong interest in being selected for the IWOO Innovator and/or Rising Start 
Award. My prior experiences, work ethics and desire to continuously learn make me an excellent 
candidate for this position. I come from an Engineering family and have closely witnessed the successes 
and failures of several businesses while growing up. Surrounded by these examples, I have become 
fascinated with business strategy and execution. This is why I chose to gain experience in Project 
Delivery and why I joined Modern Niagara’s management team in Canada’s first fully digital hospital 

while completing my masters’ degree in Mechanical Engineering. My education gave me a framework to 
understand basic design principles and explored its various fields. But more importantly, I have learned 
how to learn. This will allow me to satisfy the thirst for knowledge in the present and for many years to 
come. 

 

 My management experience at Modern Niagara deepened my understanding even further, and I began 

to recognize how much I enjoy navigating ambiguous technical issues in the construction industry and 

structuring complex business problems to achieve specific objectives. 

I see great opportunity to apply the suite of experiences and skills I have developed at Humber River 

Hospital and Milton Hospital to help achieve TDSB’s professional objectives. As an assistant project 

supervisor working at TDSB, I gained experience with related Board policies and procedures, 

construction specifications and relevant Collective Agreements. I was aligned to support senior 

supervisors in supervisors in supervisors in developing operational plans, identifying critical paths, and 

providing the thought leadership necessary to achieve operational and financial goals. With these 

analytical and consensus-building skills, as well as my teamwork and client management experience, I 

will be a valuable team member and asset to your department. 

I strongly believe that I am the right candidate for the above listed awards. My record shows that I am 

an effective leader, a strong team player and thrive in new challenges. 

Thank you for your time and consideration.  

 
 
 
 
 

 


